Solid-State Electron Transport via the Protein Azurin is Temperature-Independent Down to 4 K.
Solid-state electronic transport, ETp, via the electron transfer copper protein, Azurin (Az), was measured in Au/Az/Au junction configurations down to 4 K, the lowest temperature for solid-state protein-based junctions. Not only does lowering the temperature help observing fine features of electronic transport, but it also limits possible electron transport mechanism(s). Practically, wire-bonded devices-on-chip, carrying Az-based microscopic junctions, were measured in liquid He, minimizing temperature gradients across the samples. Much smaller junctions, in a conducting-probe AFM, served, between room temperature and the protein's denaturation temperature (~323K), to check that conductance behaviour is independent of device configuration or contact nature, and, thus, is a property of the protein itself. Temperature-independent currents were observed from ~320 to 4K. The experimental results were fitted to a single-level Landauer model to extract effective energy barrier and electrode-molecule coupling strength values, and compare data sets. Our results strongly support that quantum tunneling, rather than hopping dominates ETp via Az.